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Beit known that I, WILLIAMSCHOTT, a citi
zen of the United States of North America,
and a resident of the city, county, and State of
5 New York, have invented a new and useful
Improvement in Button-Hole Attachments for
Sewing-Machines, of which the following is a
Io

specification.
This invention is designed as an improve
inent on the button-hole attachment for sew
ing-machines for which Letters Patent of the
United States, Serial No. 98,778, were allowed
me on the 27th of October, 1883.

The objects of this invention are to regulate
I5 the speed of the form-plate by automatically
operating mechanism, to provide improved
devices for operating the reciprocating plate,
to provide an improved device for barring
the end of a button-hole, and an improved de
20 vice for holding and guiding a cording thread
or cord, and for assuring an even and regular
looped button-hole stitch, and also to provide
improved cloth-clamps and button-hole form
plates for such attachments as are respectively
25 designed for light or domestic work and for
heavy or manufacturing work.
The invention consists of a lever fulcrumed
on the reciprocating foot, and having one end

adapted to rest on the upper face of a form
3o plate, so that said lever shall be operated by
reason of the inequalities in the said face, and
the other end adapted to make contact with

suitable mechanism for throwing out of gear
at intervals the ratchet which transmits mo

5 tion from the needle-bar to the mechanism
that feeds or moves the form-plate; and it fur
ther consists of a gate adapted to move verti
cally in a fixed frame, and provided with a

device, and designed for holding and guiding

a thread or cord for cording a button-hole
when desired, and for pressing down the edge
of a button-hole, to the end that an even and
regular loop-stitch may be made; and it fur- 55
ther consists of a combined cloth-clamp and
permanently-fixed form-plate of novel design
for heavy or manufacturing work, and of a
cloth-clamp and form-plates of novel design
for light or domestic work, the light form- 6o
plates being adapted to be readily substituted
or exchanged, one for another, on the light
cloth-clamp; and the invention embraces other
novel devices or mechanisms designed to make
the attachment correct and accurate in all its 65
operations, all of which will be hereinafter
fully described.
Reference is to be had to the accompanying
drawings, forming part of the specification, in
which similar letters of reference indicate cor- 7)
responding parts in all the figures.
Figure 1 is a perspective view of my im
proved button-hole attachment fixed on the
head of a sewing-machine. Fig. 2 is a side
elevation of the attachment. Fig. 3 is a plan 75
of the same. Fig. 4 is an enlarged side eleva
tion of the same, with parts removed to ex
hibit other parts. Fig. 5 is an enlarged plan
of the same, with parts removed to exhibit
other parts. Fig. 6 is a sectional front end 8O
elevation of the same onlinea: a, Fig. 2. Fig.
7 is a sectional rear end elevation of the Same
on line y), Fig. 2. Fig. S is a cross-sectional
elevation, with parts removed to exhibit other
parts, showing one position of the mechanism 85
for automatically regulating the speed of the
form-plate. Fig. 9 is a cross-sectional eleva
tion, with parts removed to exhibit other parts,
showing another position of the mechanism
for automatically regulating the speed of the 90
form-plate. IFig. 10 is a plan of the obverse
face of the reciprocating lever and attachments.
Fig. 11 is a plan of the yoke attached to the
reciprocating plate, and designed for transmit
ting motion to the same. Fig. 12 is an en- 95
larged end elevation of the reciprocating lever
and attachments. Fig. 13 is an enlarged CrOSS
section, on line & 2, Fig. 2, of the vertically

suitable device for making connection between
AO the reciprocator-lever and the reciprocating
lever, and, further, of a reciprocating lever of
novel construction; and it consists, further, of
an improved device embracing an eccentric
lever and arm, and an adjusting-lever for ar
45 resting the feed of the form-plate, and the
mechanism for transmitting motion thereto
for the purpose of barring a button-hole; and
it consists, further, of a revolving thread
holder, guide, and presser - foot, capable of reciprocating slide orgate, with its frame form
5o vertical adjustment, fixed on the front of the ing the connection between the reciprocator- IOC
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lever and the reciprocating lever. Fig. 14 is cating motion of the needle-bar C is transmit
a partly-reversed plan on an enlarged scale of ted to the lever F by means of an arm, F, hav
the leaf m, stud n., and cam-lever m'. Fig. ing one end firmly secured on the said needle
15 is a plan of the same. Fig. 16 is a longi bar by a set-screw, d, while the other end en
tudinal elevation of the same. Fig. 17 is a gages in the slot d of the said lever. A brace,
longitudinal sectional elevation of the button d', secured at one end by screw d to the stand
hole form-plate designed for heavy work. Fig. ard E, extends upward in contact with a side
18 is an enlarged side elevation of the revolv of the wheel E, and steadies it and the wheel
ing cord-guide and presser-foot in position. E* against lateral motion. Also projecting
Fig. 19 is an enlarged front elevation of the upward from the reciprocating foot E, through
same in position. Fig. 20 is a plan of the a suitable slot in the carrier-plate, is a stand
ratchet engaging in the crown ratchet-wheel. ard, E, and journaled in the standards E. E."
Fig. 21 is an edge view of the same. Fig. 22 is a shaft, f, having firmly fixed thereon pin
shows the reverse of the eccentric-lever used ions G. G', the latter being held in place on
when barring button-holes. Fig. 23 is an en the outside of the standard E' by a screw-nut,
larged sectional elevation online aco”, Fig. 10. f', as shown. The pinion G. gears with the
Fig. 24 is a plan of the screw-stud shown in cog-wheel E, and the pinion G with the pin
Fig. 23. Fig. 25 is a plan of a brace holding ion G', that is fixed on the worm-shaft G",
which is journaled in standards EE", and car
the attachment to a sewing-machine.
In the drawings, A represents the head of ries the worm G", that is designed to gear into
a Sewing-machine; B, the presser-foot bar with the button-hole form - plate M, and transmit
presser-foot removed, and B, the lever by motion thereto.
On the front end of the reciprocating foot E 90
which it is elevated and depressed.
C represents the needle-bar, and C the or is rigidly secured a forward-projecting plate,
dinary thread-guide. The presser-foot bar B H, having an aperture, 9, through which the
has in its lower end a slot, a, by means of needle is designed to reciprocate when the
-Nwhich and a screw (not shown) the ordinary machine is in operation, and about which is all
depending cylindrical lip, g, that is desigbéd 95
presser-foot is secured thereto.
The carrier-plate D of my improved attach to hold the button-hole form-plate Min oper
ment has for part of its length one side or edge ative position and engaged with the worm G',
turned up at right angles, and terminating in and at the same time to serve as the pivot
a vertically-slotted boss, b, in the center of about which said plate M shall turn.
which is rigidly fixed a tongue, b', and in an From the rear end of the carrier-plate D OC)
overhanging projection from this side of the there rises a vertical standard or frame, K,
having a groove, h, for holding and guiding
plate D is a thumb-screw, b.

The button-hole attachment is held to the
sewing-machine by the engagement of tongue
bin the slot a, the end of the presser-foot bar
entering the slotted boss b, and by means of
a brace, b, whose eyed endis held on the press
er-foot bar by a set-screw, b, and whose slot
ted end straddles the shank of the screw b',
which is then turned tightly down; hence it
will be seen that the attachment may be ele
45 vated and depressed by the presser - foot bar
of the machine. The reciprocating foot E is
held so as to freely move in the grooves c in
the under side of the carrier-plate D, and the
latter has several slots or openings made in it
for the upward projection of certain of the
parts that are fixed on the reciprocating foot,
as hereinafter described.
Fixed upon the reciprocating foot E is a
standard, E, and on a horizontal stud, c, ex
55 tending outward therefrom, are set, so as to
move freely thereon, a peripherally - cogged
wheel, E, and a crown ratchet-wheel, E, that
are firmly held together by screws or other
suitable devices; and held on the same stud
or axle c' by a nut, c', is a bell-crank feed-le
ver, F, with one end slotted, as shown at d,
and having on the other end a lug, d, in which
is pivoted the dog or ratchet F", that is de
signed to engage in the teeth of the said ratch
et-wheel E, said ratchet F being held in con
tact with the wheel E by means of a spring,
d, that is fixed on the lever F. The recipro

the gate K, which is provided with a hori
zontal rod, h", rigidly fixed in it, and extend
ing through and beyond each face thereof.
The outward end of this rod h is designed to
be engaged in the closed slotted end of the re
ciprocator-lever K, that is pivoted on the
standard K, and has its forward open-slotted
end engaged over the arm F, as shown.'
Adjustably secured by a screw, h", on the
reciprocating foot E, beneath a corresponding
and larger aperture, h", in the carrier-plate D,
is a yoke, h", designed for the engagement
with the mechanism designed for moving the
said foot E, the shank of said yoke being ex

tended rearward through a suitable depres
sion in the carrier-plate D. The reciprocat
ing lever L, pivoted at one end on the carrier
plate D, is a flattened plate having a central
longitudinal slot, i, and on One end a boss, i',
from the face of which protrude two stops or
pins, i, and on which is pivoted the recipro
cating latch L', provided with opposite lat
eral arms, i, that are designed, when the de
vice is in operation, to alternately take against
the stops i', that thereby arrest the motion of
said latch. A spring, i', secured in the un
der face of the lever L, has its free end bear
ing up against the inferior points of the said
latch L for the purpose of holding the latter
temporarily at whichever angle it may be
moved by the downward action of the rod h"

when the latter is forced down alternately
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upon the opposite inclined planes of the head
of the said latch L'. A screw-stud, k, having
its head engaged so as to be movable in the
slot of the yoke h", and its shoulder in the
slot of the vibrating lever L, with its threaded
end projecting up through said lever, and
provided with a thumb-nut, it', serves as the
adjustable connection between the level" Land
the reciprocating foot E. By loosening this
O nut ki' the operator is enabled to move the
stud k along the slots of the yoke h' and lever
L, and thereby adjust-shorten or lengthen
the throw or reciprocation of the foot E, and
consequently shorten or lengthen the bite of
the
stitches, as will be hereinafter more fully
set forth.
The button-hole form-plate M, designed for
heavy or manufacturing work-such as over.
coats, cloaks, coats, &c.--has an open-ended
central slot, l, whose inner end is preferably
eyelet-shaped, and its beveled upper outer
edges are toothed throughout most of their
length, as shown at l', to correspond with the
threads of the worn G'. On each edge the
25 series of teeth l' terminate at biank spaces l,
by which the form plate is prolonged, these
prolongations being designed to steady the
said form-plate in position when the worm G'
has ceased to move it, and while the straight
cross-bar of the button-hole is being formed,
as hereinafter set forth. Said form-plate M
is firmly secured on the upper leaf or plate,
in, of the cloth-clamp N, over the longitudi
nal open slot l therein, to insure the synchro

-

the leaf m, is secured by screws or otherwise
slot l corresponding in position with the other
slots in this clan).
In the ordinary mechanical stitching of a
button-hole, after the hole has been cut in the
fabric or other material it has been found dif.
ficult, if not impossible, to bring or form the 75
loops of the stitches evenly along the edges of
the button-hole, because of the frequent li?t
ing or pulling up of the edges by the upward
movement of the needle; hence the importance
of having with a button-hole attachment or

the upper leaf or plate, In, having the open

machine a device for holding down the edges
the latter is being stitched. The device Iap
ply for this purpose may be termed a “thread
holder, guide, and presser-foot,’’ and it con
sists of a grooved roller, q, capable of revolv
ing on a horizontal axle in the lower end of a
finger, q', which is vertically movable in guides
(f", fixed within the aperture 9 of the plate H,
the upper end of said finger being held by a pin. 9)
g", in the slot q" of a lever, or, that is pivoted
of the material about the button-hole while

in a post, q', which is fixed on the extreme end
of the plate H, and a spring, q', also fixed on
said plate, bears upward against the outer end
of said lever, and thus keeps the roller q down,
as shown in Fig. 2, to rest as a presser-foot on
the material to be operated upon.
When it is desired to cord a button-hole,

the cord, as represented at , Figs, 18 and 19,
is passed down through the perforated plate
q, and in the groove of the roller q, as shown,
nous movement
of the two when the is in op and
said cord being thus held in position along
eration.
.

of the button-hole the button-hole
For button-holes of different sizes ill heavy the edgeare
formed over it.
work both form-plates and cloth-clamps of stitches
In
mechanically
Stitching a button-hole it
suitable dimensions are designed to be pro is indispensable that
the form - plate should
vided and to be substituted at will for those
be moved at different rates of speed when
in use.
are being made along the sides and
The cloth-clamp N, designed for heavy work, stitches
along
the
ends of the button-hole-indispen
is constructed of a flat plate or leaf, In, of met sable to the
regularity of the stitches
al, having a closed central slot, n', of the shape that there beperfect
some
device
for automatically
of the button-hole which is to be made. Over adjusting the speed of the form-plate
and its
this.leaf m, and on one end thereof, an open

IOO

IO

feeding or moving mechanism. To this end
slotted plate or leaf, an’, is riveted by its un the
form-plates are grooved on
dier curved point, so that said leaf n' shall be theirbutton-hole
upper
faces
at
closed ends, as shown
held normally high enough for the insertion at '', and journaledtheir
in
a
horizontal bearing,
of the article to be operated upon between it

r", which is fixed on an edge of the recipro
and the leaf n. The slot in the leaf n” corre cating
foot E, is the adjusting-lever Q, one end

sponds in position with that of the leaf in, and
sharp pins n' project downward around its
edges to penetrate the material about the but
ton-hole and aid in holding it in position for

the stitches.
On the inferior face of the leaf n is fixed a

of which, extending forward, is provided with
a depending stud, , designed to rest on the
face of the form-plate in use, while the other
end of said lever is turned upward toward
and nearly in contact with the ratchet F", on
the lower extremity of which is adjustably
held by a screw, r", a slotted finger, Q, having
a downward-projecting point, between which
and the wheel E the up-reaching end of the
lever Q extends. The extremity of this end
of the said lever Q is somewhat flattened at
r, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9, and just below
this flattened end the said lever swells out
ward to form a shoulder, ".
When the button-hole attachment is in op

lug, n, and beneath it, on the upper face of
the leaf n, is pivoted an eccentric-lever, m”,
so that when the article to be operated upon
is inserted between the leaves in n' it may be
in movably held in position by turning the le
ver an into engagement with the lug in', as
shown in Fig. 17, and thereby forcing and
65 holding the leaf m down with all necessary
pressure.
On side pieces, na", projecting upward from eration the feed-lever F is reciprocated by the

I 25
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motion of the needle-bar, as above set forth, s', and provided with vertical stops s, and
and the ratchet F, when in gear with the pivoted eccentrically on the plates, between
ratchet-wheel e', gives motion to the same, the stops s”, by a screw or pivot, t, is a lever,
t, provided with a circular boss, t, projecting
which motion is transmitted through wheel downward
from its inferior face. This bar
e' and pinions G. G. G' to the worm G, and
thereby to the form-plate. The ratchet F is ring device S is adjustably and firmly held by
normally held in gear with the wheel E by a screw, h", passing through the slots' on the
the spring d, as shown, and, consequently, by shank of the yoke h, so that it may be ad 75
the upward movement of the lever F, the rear justed to correspond with the length of the re
IO end of the ratchet F is forced down, and the ciprocation of the foot E, the free end of said
wheel E, worm G', and intermediate mech lever t being extended rearward for the con
anism are made to partially revolve and to venience of the operator.
transmit the motion to the form-plate, which To the opposite end of the levert is firmly
is thereby moved a proper distance for the and adjustably secured, by a screw, t, an arm,
15 next stitch that will be made on the down T, that extends forward between the up-reach
ing arm of the adjusting-lever Q and the wheel
ward reciprocation of the needle-bar.
When the eyelet or rounded end of a but E. The side facing the lever Q is beveled at
ton-hole is to be stitched, it is requisite that its forward end, while the end of the arm T,
the form-plate should be moved rapidly, in which is held to the levert, is slotted, as shown
order that the stitches should be formed at att, to permit of adjustment, to insure suita
suitable distances apart and not overlap each ble pressure of the arm T outward against the
other; hence the ratchet F is held in contact lever Q.
with the wheel E throughout the whole of the When the open-ended form-plate is used, it
upward movement of the lever F, the stud is desirable, after the sides and eyelet end
resting all this time in the groove in the end have been stitched; to stitch a straight bar
of the form-plate, so that the upper end of the across the open end of the button-hole; hence
adjusting-lever Q is kept from contact with when this point is reached in the operation
the slotted finger Q; but when the sides of a the operator moves the outer end of the lever 95
button-hole are to be stitched the form-plate it laterally to the right, thus bringing the pro
3O must be moved more slowly or through shorter jecting edge of the boss t against the forward
distances at each upward movement of the nee stop, s, that serves as a fulcrum and lock
dle-bar, in order that the stitches may not be therefor, so that the beveled extremity of the
too far apart, and at such times the stud r" arm T shall make and hold contact with the IOO
rests on the ungrooved portion of the face of up-reaching arm of the lever Q, and force and
the form-plate, whereby the up-reaching end hold it and the ratchet F outward, thus un
gearing
the latter from the wheel E, so that
of the lever Q is forced outward, as shown in the
latter ceases to transmit motion to the
Fig. 8; and then, when the lever F makes an
upward movement, the ratchet F keeps. en worm G' and the form-plate. At the same
gaged with the wheel E' for only a portion of time the reciprocating foot E and its connec
the stroke or movement, and consequently tions continue to be reciprocated through the
transmits comparatively little motion to the medium of the reciprocator-lever K”, so that
form-plate, for when under these conditions the form-plate and cloth-clamp, together with 1 IO
the lever F has made part of its stroke, the the material being operated on, are recipro
finger Q makes contact with the shoulder cated back and forth under the threaded nee
45 of the lever Q, and the toothed end of the | dle, So... that the cross-bar is made.
ratchet F is thereby forced outward out of When the device is in operation, the upward
gear with the wheel E, which latter then motion of the needle-bar elevates, through the
ceases to move or transmit motion. The fin medium of the arm F, the forward end and I I5
ger Q can be adjusted on the ratchet F by depresses the rear end of the reciprocator-le
means of the screw r", so as to lengthen or ver K, thereby forcing down the gate K and
shorten its periods of contact with the lever rod h", so that the inner end of the latter, en
Q, whereby the distance through which the gaging against one or the other of the inclined
form-plate is fed or moved at each reciproca planesh h' of the latch L', forces the said latch
tion of the needle-bar is increased or dimin rearward or forward, as the case may be, and
with it and through the medium of the recip
3 ished.
The grooves in the form-plate are so formed rocating lever L, the reciprocating foot E and
or graduated and located, and the ungrooved its attachments. For instance, when the rod
portions of the face of the form-plate are so h' is forced down on the inclined plane h, the I25
relatively proportioned, that the stitches made head of the latch L is thereby inclined rear
about the button-hole are as even and regular ward and the reciprocating foot E pushed for
Ward. Then on the next downward motion
as can be made by hand.
A special device for the straight barring of of the needle-bar the rear end of the lever K”
the end of a button-hole, and used only in con and the gate and rod K' h are raised, the lat
bination with the open-ended form-plate shown ter clear of the latch L', and on the next up
in Figs. 15, 16, and 17, is seen at S, Figs. 2, ward movement of the needle-bar the rod h
3, 4, and 5. This device consists of a flat plate, is forced down on the plane h' of the latch L',
s, having its forward end slotted, as shown at with the effect of reciprocating the foot Erear.
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Ward,
and thus the foot E and its attachment mechanism is regulated, substantially as and
are reciprocated by and in correspondence

with the reciprocation of the needle-bar.
Having thus described my invention, I claim
as new and desire to secule by Letters Patent
1. A button-hole attachment for sewing-ma
chines, containing the following elements: a
carrier-plate for supporting and guiding a re
ciprocating foot, a reciprocating foot support
ing the feeding mechanism for moving the but
ton-hole form-plate and cloth-clamp, means
for reciprocating the reciprocating foot and
regulating the bight of the stitches, comprising
a reciprocator-lever operated by the needle
I 5 bar, a vertically-moving gate provided with a
horizontal rod, a latch having oppositely-in
clined planes and an adjustable vibrating le
ver, a ratchet adapted to be automatically
thrown out of gear with the wheel through
which motion is transmitted to revolve the
form-plate, a lever operated by the moving
form-plate to regulate the speed of the latter
and the distance between the stitches, a device
embracing an eccentric-lever and arm and an
adjusting-lever for stopping the feed of the
form-plate, and the nechanism for transmit
ting motion thereto for the purpose of barring
a button-hole, a combined thread-holder, guide,
and revolving presser-foot, a combined cloth
3O clamp and permanently fixed open-ended but
ton-hole form-plate, said button - hole form
plate having irregularities in its face for auto
matically operating a feed-regulating lever, all
combined and operating substantially as here
35 in shown and described.
2. In a button-hole attachment for Sewing
machines, the combination, with the carrier
plate provided with grooved frame K and re
ciprocator-lever K, of gate K, provided with
rod h", reciprocating foot E, yoke h", adjust
able vibrating lever L, stud k, nut ic, spring
i", and latch L', all constructed, arranged, and
operated substantially as set forth.
3. In a button-hole attachment for sewing
45 machines, as a means for transmitting notion
from the needle -bar - operated lever to the
mechanism operating the reciprocating foot,
the vertically-movable gate K", provided with
staitable attachment, l', in combination with
said foot and needle-bar-operated lever, sub
stantially as herein shown and described.
4. In a button hole attachment for Sewing
machines, and as a means for imparting a re
ciprocating movement to the foot E from the
55 needle-bar-operated lever K, the vertically
reciprocating gate K, carrying the rod 'h', in
combination with said foot E and lever K,
the lever L, and latch L', arranged and oper
atting substantially as described. .
5. In a button-hole attachment for sewing

for the purposes specified.
6. In a button-hole attachment for Sewing

machines, and in combination with the recip
rocating foot, E, a rod, as q', constructed and
arranged to move freely in and be supported
by said foot, and carrying a roller, q, whereby
the edges of a button-hole are held down and
prevented from following the movement of the 75
needle, substantially as specified.

7. In a button-hole attachment for a sewing

machine, and in combination with the stitch
forming mechanism thereof, as a means for
holding and guiding a thread or cord for cord
ing a button-hole, a roller, q, grooved to receive
and guide the thread, the support (, guides
of on foot H, and perforated plate g, all ar
ranged substantially as herein shown and de

scribed.

S. In a button-hole attachment for Sewing
machines, and in combination with the form
plate-feeding mechanism, the lever for Oper
ating the same and the button-hole form-plate,
a lever, as Q, arranged intermediate of the
form-plate and feeding mechanism, one end
being in contact with the form-plate and the
other end arranged to come in contact with
the said feeding mechanism, whereby the con
nection between the feeding mechanism and 95
the lever operating the same is intermittently.
broken, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.
9. In a button-hole attachment for sewing

machines, and in combination with the but

as described.

10. In a button-hole attachment for sewing

machines, the cloth-clamp N, consisting of the
plate in and upper plate, In, both rigidly con
nected together and parallel with each other,
the interposed plate an’, and means, substan
tially as described, for pressing the said plate
in downward upon the plate n, as and for the

purposes set forth.
11. In a button-hole attachment for Sewing
machines, the combination, with the needle
bar, form-plate, and the ratchet transmitting
motion from said needle-bar to the mechanism
for moving the form-plate, of a pawl provided
with an adjustable finger constructed to en
gage with a stop, as and for the purposes Set
forth.
In testimony that I claim the foregoing as
my invention I have signed my malne, in pres
machines, and in combination with the button ence of two witnesses, this 24th day of Novem
hole form-plate, feeding mechanism thereof, ber,
1883.
and the lever F, carrying the spring-pawl F,
WILLIAMI SCHOTT,
for transmitting motion from the needle-bar Witnesses:
to said mechanism, the adjustable finger Q and
JACOB J. STORER,
iever Q, whereby the movement of said feeding
ALBERT P. MORIARTY.

y
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ton-hole form-plate-feeding mechanism, and a
device constructed, substantially as described,
for interrupting the movement of said mech
anism, means for governing the position of
said device and regulating the feeding mech IO5
anism, consisting of a form-plate with alter
nate depressions and elevations, substantially
IC
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